
New  Celebrity  Couple:
‘Bachelorette’  Star  Clay
Harbor Is Dating ‘Bachelor in
Paradise’ Star Angela Amezcua

By Ivana Jarmon

In celebrity news, there’s a new celebrity couple in Bachelor
Nation! According to UsMagazine.com, Clay Harbor and Angela
Amezcua are dating! Harbor confirmed their relationship via
Instagram by posting a photo of the two and including the
following caption: “What do the kids call it? Woman crush
Wednesday? Well here’s mine.” The snapshot shows the couple
embracing on Wednesday, September 5. He also took to Twitter,
included the same photo, and said, “If I had a rose to give
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she would get it. Every time.” Harbor first appeared on Becca
Kufrin’s The Bachelorette season. Amezcua was first introduced
to Bachelor Nation on Nick Viall’s The Bachelor season in 2017
and then starred in season 5 of Bachelor in Paradise. Best
wishes to the happy couple!

There’s a new celebrity couple in
Bachelor Nation! What are some ways
to  use  your  connections  to  find
someone to date?

Cupid’s Advice:

The dating world is tough, and it can be hard to find ideal
prospects out there. Cupid has some ways you can use your
networking skills to help your cause:

1. Happy hour at work: There’s nothing like a enjoying a cold
one with coworkers! Even though it may not be the best idea to
date someone from work, you never know who may be there from
outside of the workplace. Work friends often ask friends to
come and tag along. So, there is every possibility that you
might meet someone at a work happy hour. If you get invited,
seize the moment and go!

Related Link:  Celebrity Couple News: ‘Bachelorette’ Becca
Kufrin Is Engaged to Garrett

2. Social media it up: Check out what’s happening on your
social media! Try checking out events suggested to you on your
Facebook. You can also check out where your friends are going
and join them. It’s a great way to connect, make new friends
and maybe even get yourself a date with a lucky girl or guy.

Related Link:  Celebrity News: ‘Bachelorette’ Becca Kufrin
Feels ‘Sick’ When She Finds Out Colton Underwood Dated Friend
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Tia Booth

3. Public transportation: What better way to make a connection
with someone than on a train or bus that you take every day?
The subway or Metra provides a great opportunity to strike up
a conversation with someone. There are all kinds of people on
the train. Next time you see a person reading a book you like
or happen to hear the music they’re playing, go talk to them.
You never know what may happen!

What are some other ways to use connections and networking to
your advantage when it comes to dating? Share your thoughts
below.
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